
Activity and Class Schedule for 2021 Dan Beard Council College of Commissioner Science 
 

 
 

Period 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 

Room #   9:00-9:40 9:50-10:30 10:35-11:15  11:20-12:00 12:00-12:40   12:45-1:25 1:30-2:10 2:15-2:55 

Main 
Room 

 MCS 417 A, B & C 
Contacting Units 
 

 
MCS 419 A, B & C 
Leading, Linking and Lifesaving 

 DCS 501 DCS 502 DCS 503 DCS 504 DCS 506 DCS 514 

DCS Selecting Your 
Topic 

Limiting the 
Scope of the 
Topic 

Developing Your 
Project or Thesis 

Project/Thesis 
Open Forum 

Coaching for 
Administrative 
Commissioners 

Building 
Meaningful 
Relationships 

 MCS 153 MCS 350 MCS 352 MCS 353 MCS 354 MCS 358 

BRT Roundtable & 
Commissioner 
Tools 

Unit & RT 
Comm. Working 
Together 

Roundtable is 
Over, Now What 

The Cub Scout 
Breakout 

The Boy Scout 
Breakout 

Roundtables 
and Solving Unit 
Problems 

 

Course and Facilitator Statements 

• EVERYONE SHOULD REGISTER FOR SESSION CE 2021 – Our Keynote Speaker is ________________ 

• You may register for less than seven classes, but to receive the appropriate degree certificate, 
participants must have completed their requirements and checked in with the registrar to confirm 
their degree. 

• For those taking MCS 417 and MCS 419, please register for all three sessions, A, B and C. These 
courses are experiential learning sessions that tie together the learning objectives of several legacy 
CCS classes. 

• Participants must complete all additional requirements to complete a degree. 

• Facilitators: please register for the classes you are teaching, as well as other classes you are taking as 
a student, to receive proper credit for class attendance. 

• We reserve the right to drop a course on the day of the college, if there is no course instructor, or if 
there are less than two students. 

• Classrooms are equipped for electronic media. 



College of Commissioner Science 
Course Descriptions 

Course Title Description/objective Some of what the participant will learn 

MCS 

417 

Contacting Units Building relationships with unit leaders is 
the most important charge of a 
commissioner. This course offers best 
practices on relationship building, how to 
be a great listener and how to influence 
leaders. 

• Define & Identify the three stages of relationship 
building 

• Practice active listening skills 
• Role-play and practice common interactions with 

unit leaders 

• Simple Assessment best practices 

MCS 

419 

Leading, Linking & 
Lifesaving 

Effective Commissioners are 
influencers who mentor unit leaders as 
they make improvements to the 
program. Effective Commissioners 
don’t know all the answers, but they 
know where to find them and how to 
connect resources to needs. Effective 
Commissioners troubleshoot and spot 
warnings signals. This course will 
provide best practices in leading unit 
leaders, linking them to district & 
council resources and addressing the 
red flags that result in poor 
performance. 

• How to mentor unit leaders as a trusted advisor 
• How and when to involve the Chartered 

Organization Representative, Executive Officer 
and the Chartered Organization  

• How to bridge the gap between unit leadership 
and the Chartered Organization 

• How to locate district and council resources – 
learners will build a quick reference guide in class 

• How to identify yellow and red flags in units – 
learners will build a quick reference guide in class 

• Identify the steps to follow when a unit is 
struggling 



College of Commissioner Science 
Roundtable Course Descriptions 

 

Course # Title Description/objective Some of what the participant will learn 

BCS 

153 

Roundtables and 
Commissioner Tools 

In this course, the participants will learn 
how to use the roundtable tab on 
Commissioner Tools. They will also 
learn to create power pivot table 
reports. For a participant to be fully 
engaged in the course they need to 
have a computer to be able to access 
Commissioner Tools. 

• Understand the information available within 
Commissioner Tools 

• Understand the Reports available from Commissioner 
Tools 

• Describe how to identify information to 
improve unit service 

MCS 

350 

Unit & Roundtable 

Commissioners 
Working Together 

This course will provide an 
opportunity to see how all the 
members of the commissioner corps 
in a district help units identify and 
resolve their problems.  

• Understand how commissioners work together by using 
the 5 goals of Unit Service.  

• Summarize the role unit commissioners play at 
roundtables. 

• Recognize the unique roll roundtable has in identifying 
unit needs.  

MCS 

352 

Roundtable is Over, 
Now What? 

The course will discuss the concept 
that roundtable isn’t over when the 
last chair is put away. There are things 
that need to be completed to help get 
ready for the next roundtable. There 
are also items that need to acted on, 
to help units with their problems. 
Letting them go until later often 
means they don’t get done at all.  

• Summarize the steps in the evaluation process. 
• Explain the importance of collecting feedback. 
• Apply collected feedback to adjust plans for future roundtables. 
• Model the evaluation process for units, so units may use 

feedback for their planning and activities. 

MCS 

353 

The Cub Scout 
Breakout 

This course will provide an 
understanding of the need to have 
specific Cub Scout interest topics and 
materials to address the unique 
problems and challenges that Cub 
Scout leaders have implementing 
their program.  

• Develop a plan to help units solve their problems using 
program specific interest topics and resources. 

• Model the Cub Scout to look and feel like a pack meeting. 
• Employ breakout sessions to focus on the needs of 

leaders in unique positions. 
• Apply unit service resources to help pack leaders solve 

their own problems. 

MCS 

354 

The Boy Scout 

Breakout 

The Boy Scout breakout session 
focuses on the needs of troop leaders 
and helps them solve their problems. 
The scout breakout session should 
help adult leaders learn scout skills as 
needed to help their youth leaders 
plan and run the troop program.  

• Plan and deliver roundtables that unit leaders will want to 
attend 

• Employ local and national resources to help adult leaders 
pass along skills and information to their youth leaders 

• Apply unit service and program resources to help troop 
leaders solve their own problems 

MCS 

358 

Roundtables & 

Solving Unit 

Problems 

Boy Scout roundtables provide Scout 
leaders with the resources they need to 
provide a better program in their unit. 
It is also important for everyone to 
remember the youth that run the unit 
and that the information gets back to 
the unit. The Boy Scout roundtable 
should always be working with new and 
experienced unit leaders to help 
provide “the will to do, and skill to do.” 

• Explain the elements of a Boy Scout Roundtable as part 
of the District Roundtable 

• Discuss how to utilize the program information in the 
Boy Scout Roundtable Planning Guide 

• Understand how to provide Boy Scout leaders with “the 
will to do, and skill to do” 

 



College of Commissioner 
Science Doctorate Degree Course 
Descriptions 

Course # Title Description/objective Some of what the participant will learn 

DCS 

501 

Selecting a 
Thesis / Project 
Topic 

This session assists doctoral 
candidates in selecting their 
project/thesis concept. 

• How to select an appropriate topic for the doctoral 
thesis or project 

• Students will leave with a broad topic for their thesis 
or project 

DCS 

502 

Limiting the Scope 
of the Topic 

Doctoral candidates explore various 
procedures to reduce their topic to a 
workable size. A suggested approval 
process will also be shared. 

• Select a specific project/thesis 
• Complete Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, 

Timely (SMART) analysis for the selected project/thesis. 

DCS 

503 

Developing the 
Thesis / Project 
Outline 

This session covers the project/thesis 
outline and a variety of suggestions for 
writing and revising the report. 

• How to create a working outline for the doctoral 
thesis or project 

• Identify types of outlines 
• Students will begin creating the outline for their 

thesis or project 

DCS 

504 

Thesis/Project Open 
Forum 

This Q&A open forum provides doctoral 
candidates an opportunity to review 
completed projects and theses instilling 
confidence that this task is attainable. 

• Identify best practices in working on the doctoral 
thesis/project 

• How to set a timeline and milestones to follow in 
completing the thesis/project 

• Identify obstacles and challenges that may arise  

DCS 

506 

Coaching for 
Administrative 
Commissioners 

Coaching is about relationships. It is the 
ability to listen, to observe, to share, to 
support and to engage in a way that will 
help others solve their own problems, 
grow as individuals and attain their full 
potential. Coaching is the art of helping 
others arrive at their conclusions 
through their own analysis of the 
situation and facts. 

• Understand the principles of effective coaching. 
• Discuss the fundamental elements of coaching for and 

by administrative commissioners. 
• Examine coaching’s role in building strong 

relationships within the commissioner team. 
• Develop a coaching outline to use with Unit 

Commissioners 

DCS 

514 

Building Meaningful 
Relationships 

Commissioner service is all about 
relationships. This session suggests 
ways in which commissioners may go 
about building and maintaining 
positive relationships with those they 
serve. It also discusses possible 
pitfalls that can undermine 
relationships. 

• Develop a top ten list that people seek in a positive 
relationship 

• Explain one way to measure relationships. 
• Explore possible pitfalls to avoid - actions or 

inactions that can put stress on relationships. 
• Explain how to build and maintain a solid 

relationship 
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